PattRec: An easy-to-use CNV detection tool optimized for targeted NGS assays with diagnostic purposes.
Genetic laboratories use custom-commercial targeted next-generation sequencing (tg-NGS) assays to identify disease-causing variants. Although the high coverage achieved with these tests allows for the detection of copy number variants (CNVs), which account for an important proportion of the genetic burden in human diseases, an easy-to-use tool for automatic CNV detection is still lacking. This article presents a new CNV detection tool optimized for tg-NGS data: PattRec. PattRec was evaluated using a wide range of data, and its performance compared with those of other CNV detection tools. The software includes features for selecting optimal controls, discarding polymorphic CNVs prior to analysis, and filtering out deletions based on SNV zygosity, and automatically creates an in-house CNV database. There is no need for high level bioinformatic expertise and users can choose color-coded xlsx output that helps to prioritize potentially pathogenic CNVs. PattRec is presented as a Java based GUI, freely available online: https://github.com/irotero/PattRec.